
CAPTURE II

ARCHIVAL SYSTEM for the COMMODORE 64

CAPTURE II is a cartridge that plugs into your computer's expansion 
port. CAPTURE II is invisible to any program you have running in your 
computer. Invisible, that is, until you press its CAPTURE button.
Then CAPTURE II takes over your computer and presents you with a menu.

You CAN generate a back-up disk on your 154! or 1571 drive which when 
booted will take your computer back to the instant you pressed the 
CAPTURE button. Your program will be running from that point as if 
>thing had happened.

Everything is neatly saved on disk- all 64k of RAM if necessary, CPU 
registers, color RAM, VIC chip data, I/O information- everything. And 
of course, CAPTURE puts its own FAST boot on a 1541 disk to speed 
things up by as much as six times.

BUT EVEN BETTER- CAPTURE II will make an auto-start cartridge of your 
program that does exactly the same thing. Just follow the directions 

the screen. Then plug in your cartridge and in less than two 
seconds, your program runs from the point of CAPTURE. I t ’s magic!

To do this, in addition to CAPTURE II, you need a promenade Cl, and a 
supply of CPR-3 cartridge kits. The CPR-3 consists of a blank 
cartridge, a plastic cartridge case and three E P R O M ’s with enough
capacity to store everything in your computer if that is necessary.
CAPTURE will know. On the other hand, if your programs are small, you 

n put up to six programs on a CPR-3. In that case, when you turn on 
Your computer, you get a menu. Hit one key and GO!

Think of the possibilities! Consider for example data base programs. 
For many, loading time just kills their usefulness. Now imagine that 
program on cartridge, ready to go in a second!

To make things easy, we offer a STARTER SET consisting of the promenade 
Cl, CAPTURE II, and a CPR-3.

Or we offer a DELUXE SET- all of the above items PLUS the DATARASE II
EPROM eraser and an extra CPR-3 kit.

Of course everything is fully guaranteed by JASON-RANHEIM.


